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Interaction of Kv3 Potassium Channels and Resurgent
Sodium Current Influences the Rate of Spontaneous Firing of
Purkinje Neurons

Walther Akemann and Thomas Knöpfel
Laboratory for Neuronal Circuit Dynamics, RIKEN Brain Science Institute, Wako City, Saitama 351-0198, Japan

Purkinje neurons spontaneously generate action potentials in the absence of synaptic drive and thereby exert a tonic, yet plastic, input to
their target cells in the deep cerebellar nuclei. Purkinje neurons express two ionic currents with biophysical properties that are specialized
for high-frequency firing: resurgent sodium currents and potassium currents mediated by Kv3.3. How these ionic currents determine the
intrinsic activity of Purkinje neurons has only partially been understood. Purkinje neurons from mutant mice lacking Kv3.3 have a
reduced rate of spontaneous firing. Dynamic-clamp recordings demonstrated that normal firing rates are rescued by inserting artificial
Kv3 currents into Kv3.3 knock-out Purkinje neurons. Numerical simulations indicated that Kv3.3 increases the spontaneous firing rate
via cooperation with resurgent sodium currents. We conclude that the rate of spontaneous action potential firing of Purkinje neurons is
controlled by the interaction of Kv3.3 potassium currents and resurgent sodium currents.
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Introduction
The brain contains neurons that remain quiescent in absence of
synaptic stimuli, whereas others spontaneously fire action poten-
tials (APs) even when synaptic transmission is completely absent
(Häusser et al., 2004). Spontaneous (intrinsic) spiking drives os-
cillatory or synchronous network behavior and is subject to
activity-dependent plasticity that, on a slow timescale, regulates
the intrinsic spike rate (Nelson et al., 2003; Smith and Otis, 2003).
Purkinje neurons fire at an unusually high spontaneous fre-
quency of �40 Hz in vivo (Granit and Phillips, 1956; Armstrong
and Rawson, 1979) and at similar frequencies in slice prepara-
tions (at physiological temperature) with synaptic inputs blocked
(Llinas and Sugimori, 1980; Häusser and Clark, 1997). In most
spontaneously firing cell types, intrinsic regenerative activity re-
sults from interactions of mutually activating and deactivating
outward and inward ion currents of different kinetics, much like
the action potential itself but at a slower timescale. Previous mod-
els for Purkinje neurons emphasized the role of a resurgent so-
dium current that is mainly, but not exclusively, mediated by
Nav1.6 sodium channel subunits (Raman et al., 1997; Khaliq et
al., 2003). Resurgent sodium currents are caused by a voltage-
dependent open channel block that competes with, and thus lim-

its, classical inactivation (Raman and Bean, 1997; Khaliq et al.,
2003; Grieco et al., 2005). Fast unblocking makes Na� channels
not only quickly available for the next action potential but also
generates a transient (“resurgent”) inward current that contrib-
utes a depolarizing drive after each action potential (Raman and
Bean, 2001). Purkinje neurons also express Kv3.3 potassium
channel subunits (Goldman-Wohl et al., 1994). Kv3 subunits are
found in neurons that fire at high frequencies, and, based on their
biophysical properties, it has been proposed that they specifically
support high-frequency firing (Erisir et al., 1999; Rudy and
McBain, 2001; Lien and Jonas, 2003). For Purkinje neurons, it
was reported that Kv3 channels actively dampen backpropaga-
tion of somatic sodium spikes, shape climbing fiber responses,
and promote burst firing (Martina and Bean, 2003; McKay and
Turner, 2004). Although the fast activation and deactivation ki-
netics of Kv3 channels clearly support high-frequency firing (Ra-
man and Bean, 1999), the exact mechanism of doing so has only
partially been clarified.

Here we found that the rate of spontaneous action potential
firing is substantially reduced in Purkinje neurons deficient of
Kv3.3 subunits. Action potentials in Kv3.3 knock-out (KO) Pur-
kinje cells were broader, reached more positive potentials, and
had a slower afterhyperpolarization (AHP). Experiments in
which extracellular Ca 2� concentration was varied demonstrated
that the reduced spontaneous activity of Kv3.3 KO Purkinje neu-
rons was not simply because of enhanced calcium influx and
increased activity of calcium-activated potassium channels. Nor-
mal firing rate was rescued in Kv3.3 KO Purkinje neurons when a
Kv3 model conductance was reintroduced using the dynamic-
clamp technique. This demonstrated that changes in spontane-
ous firing of Kv3.3 KO Purkinje neurons is not attributable to
alterations of other channel genes. Simulations based on a com-
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putational model of ionic currents in Purkinje neurons con-
firmed that the essential biophysical properties of Kv3.3 (high
activation threshold, fast activation and deactivation) are suffi-
cient to increase the rate of spontaneous action potential firing.
Surprisingly, the properties of Kv3.3 alone were not sufficient to
significantly facilitate spontaneous firing of Purkinje neurons in
the absence of resurgent sodium currents. Thus, Kv3.3 currents
and resurgent sodium currents cooperate in driving intrinsic fir-
ing of Purkinje neurons.

Materials and Methods
In this work, we used Kv3.3 KO mice along with homologous wild types
(WTs) raised on a mixed 129/Sv, C57BL, and ICR genetic background.
The generation and genotyping of these mice was described previously
(Chan, 1997; Matsukawa et al., 2003; McMahon et al., 2004). A total of 28
Kv3.3 KO animals (postnatal day 18 –27; median, 24) were used for
intracellular recordings, and 13 Kv3.3 KO animals (day 30 –182; median,
42) were used for extracellular recordings. Control experiments involved
four WT animals (day 23–24; median, 24) for intracellular recordings
and 23 WT animals (day 25–124; median, 35) for extracellular record-
ings. Experimental protocols were approved by the RIKEN Experimental
Animal Committee and conducted in compliance with the Guidelines for
the Use of Animals in Neuroscience Research (the Society for
Neuroscience).

Slice preparation. Mice were deeply anesthetized with diethyl ether or
bromo-chloro-trifluoroethane and decapitated. Brains were rapidly re-
moved from the skull and immersed in ice-cold artificial CSF (ACSF)
composed of the following (in mM): 118 NaCl, 3 KCl, 1 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2,
1 NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, and 20 D-glucose, continuously oxygenated
with carbogen (95% O2, 5% CO2) at pH 7.4. A series of 280-�m-thick
parasagittal slices were cut in a vibratome (VT1000S; Leica, Nussloch,
Germany) from the brains near to the midline enclosing the cerebellar
vermis. Remaining external fibers to the cerebellum were dissected, and
noncerebellar tissue was removed from the sections. The sections were
then recovered and stored in oxygenated ACSF at 20 –24°C for 1–5 h
before being used for experiments.

Single-unit recordings. For experiments, slices were transferred to a
temperature-controlled recording chamber on a Leica DMLFSA micro-
scope (Leica, Wetzlar, Germany) equipped for dual-electrode electro-
physiology. The slices were superfused at 2.5 ml/min with oxygen-
saturated ACSF containing 20 �M dioxo-nitro-tetrahydrobenzo-
quinoxaline-sulfonamide (NBQX) (Tocris Cookson, Bristol, UK) and 50
�M picrotoxin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). The temperature was regulated to
24 � 0.5°C, except in those measurements in which the temperature was
varied between 25 and 35°C to investigate the temperature dependence of
spontaneous firing. In this case, the slices were initially equilibrated at
25°C and the temperature was changed in 5°C steps at �1°C/min. Pur-
kinje cell bodies in the dorsal vermis were identified in the bright-field
image using a 40� water-immersion objective. A borosilicate patch elec-
trode filled with ACSF was placed in the proximity to the axon hill-hock
region of the cell body. Direct cell attachment was avoided to prevent
mechanical stress of the membrane. The extracellular potential was mea-
sured with an Axoclamp 200B amplifier (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale,
CA) in zero-current mode, low-pass filtered with 5 kHz cutoff, and sam-
pled at 10 kHz. In the case of low-calcium ACSF, the external solution
contained 0.1 mM CaCl2 and 2.9 mM MgCl2, and all other concentrations
were the same as in standard ACSF. The data were analyzed using Clamp-
fit 9.2 software (Molecular Devices). Average firing rates are defined as
median of the instantaneous event rate during 120 or 60 s recording
episodes. Mean values are given as mean � SEM. Judgments on statistical
significance are based on Student’s t test.

Whole-cell recordings. Patch electrodes were pulled from borosilicate
glass (Hilgenberg, Malsfeld, Germany) and filled with the following (in
mM): 120 K-gluconate, 9 KCl, 4 NaCl, 3.48 MgCl2, 10 KOH, 10 HEPES,
17.5 sucrose, 4 Na2ATP, and 0.4 Na3GTP, adjusted to pH 7.25 with KOH.
The electrodes, when filled with this solution, had resistances of 3–5 M�.

Whole-cell current-clamp recordings were performed after obtaining
seal resistances �1.5 G� using a Multiclamp 700 B amplifier (Molecular

Devices). Access resistance (12–22 M�) was compensated by bridge ad-
justment. The external ASCF solution was temperature regulated to 24 �
0.5°C. Spontaneous action potentials were recorded in zero-current
mode for 120 s at 50 kHz without filtering. Finally, the passive membrane
response was documented by recording the voltage transients evoked by
hyperpolarizing 500 ms current steps from a �60 mV holding potential.
The input resistances of patched cells were in the range 70 –140 M�. The
voltage traces were analyzed by aligning and averaging action potentials
events during a 20 s time window in which the rate of spontaneous firing
was stationary (usually within 60 s after switch into zero-current mode).
The action potential amplitude was measured as the peak voltage with
respect to the baseline level 10 ms before the peak of the action potential.
The action potential width was evaluated at half-amplitude. The ampli-
tude of AHP was defined as the after-spike minimum voltage with respect
to the same baseline value. Maximum membrane voltage reached during
action potentials and all other absolute values of membrane voltage are
reported without correction for liquid junction potentials. The mem-
brane time constant, input resistance, and whole-cell capacitance were
obtained from an exponential fit to the initial voltage transient evoked by
a �100 pA current step and the maximum voltage deflection in the same
transient, respectively. Grand averages were derived by averaging over
mean values obtained from different neurons.

Dynamic-clamp recordings. The dynamic-clamp method was used to
investigate the function of a simplified Kv3 conductance in Purkinje cell
intrinsic activity. The membrane potential was measured at the soma by
an intracellular patch electrode. The feedback current command was
generated on a 3.2 GHz Pentium 4 computer (Dell Optiplex GX 270; Dell
Computer Company, Round Rock, TX) running G-Clamp 1.2 software
(developed and distributed by Paul Kullmann at the University of Pitts-
burgh School of Medicine, Pittsburgh, PA) under the real-time operating
system LabVIEW RT-ETS (National Instruments, Austin, TX) (Kull-
mann et al., 2004). The computer was equipped with a 16 bit DAQ
interface (NI PCI-6052E; National Instruments) to read the voltage sig-
nal from the recording amplifier and feed back the calculated current
command. The feedback loop was configured using the user interface of
G-Clamp under LabVIEW 7.2 (National Instruments). In each loop cy-
cle, the virtual conductance was updated according to the recent mem-
brane voltage, and the resulting current command was digital-to-analog
converted and supplied to the command circuit of the Multiclamp 700B
amplifier (Molecular Devices). A generic Kv3 model conductance was
realized with binary voltage dependency (bKv3): g( V) � Gmax � H(V �
Vth), in which V(t) denotes the membrane voltage, Vth is the threshold
potential for activation and deactivation, Gmax is the maximum conduc-
tance, and H is the Heaviside function. Activation was simulated as in-
stantaneous, whereas deactivation was either instantaneous or evolved
with a voltage-independent time constant �. In the latter case, the con-
ductance was calculated recursively according to the following: g(t �
	t) � Gmax � H(V � Vth) � g(t) � H(Vth � V ) � (1 � 	t/�), where �
�� 	t, and 	t is the time increment corresponding to one loop cycle. The
resulting current was calculated from Ohm’s law as g � (V � EK), with a
potassium reversal potential EK of �90 mV. The dynamic clamp was
performed at 48 kHz, equivalent to a cycle time 	t of 20.8 �s with 0.5 �s
SD and 3 �s maximum jitter. In the majority of measurements, the
current (
7 nA) was injected through the recording electrode (one-
electrode configuration) with compensated electrode series resistance
(bridge balance). For higher peak currents (�7 nA), oscillations of the
membrane voltage occurred as expected from limitations in series resis-
tance compensation. To extend the range of Gmax values, we performed
additional recordings with the current passing through a second patch
electrode (two-electrode configuration). In this case, both electrodes
were first attached to the soma, and the whole-cell mode was established
almost simultaneously. The membrane voltage and injected total current
were recorded at 50 kHz without extra filtering. The recording protocol
for a set of bKv3 model parameters consisted of a 10 s baseline recording
with zero-current injection, 10 s under dynamic-clamp conditions, fol-
lowed by another 10 s baseline recording. This protocol was iterated for
different model parameters. For each cell, the recording session was lim-
ited to a maximum of 5 min. Depending on the amplitude of the applied
conductance, in particular for Gmax � 50 nS, cells sometimes ceased to
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fire action potentials or started to fire in a nonregular mode during
dynamic clamp. These recordings were excluded from the analysis. For
each trace, we evaluated the mean event rates during 5 s periods of firing
under baseline and dynamic-clamp conditions. The relative change in
firing rate was then obtained as the average rate change when switching
on and off the virtual conductance. Action potential waveforms were
analyzed as described above. Values of Gmax are given normalized to the
measured capacitance to account for the membrane surface area of each
cell.

Simulations of Purkinje neuron firing. The simulations were performed
using the NEURON 5.8 simulator (Hines and Carnevale, 1997). All sim-
ulations used 5 �s time steps. The Purkinje cell model was based on the
model of Khaliq, Gouwens, and Raman (Khaliq et al., 2003), referred to
as the KGR model. The KGR model has been detailed by Khaliq et al.
(2003) and is provided at http://senselab.med.yale.edu/senselab/mod-
eldb. In the following, we describe modifications to the KGR model that
we implemented for the purpose of the present study.

(1) To represent the two principal components of sodium current in
Purkinje neurons, resurgent and nonresurgent current, two distinct so-
dium channels were included into the model cell. The channels were
identical to the KGR models of wild-type Purkinje neurons (resurgent
Na �) and Nav1.6-deficient Purkinje neurons (nonresurgent Na �)
(Khaliq et al., 2003). The model of the nonresurgent current differs from

the model of the resurgent current by absence of the blocked state (real-
ized by a rate constant of transition into the blocked state of 10 �12 ms �1

compared with 1.75 ms �1 for resurgent current) and by increased open-
state inactivation (with a rate constant of 2.3 vs 0.75 ms �1 for the resur-
gent current) (Khaliq et al., 2003).

(2) The voltage-gated potassium conductances in the KGR model,
Kfast, Kmid, and Kslow, were replaced by a set of models, Kv1, Kv4, and
Kv3, corresponding to molecularly defined channel entities. Low-
threshold potassium current with only very slow inactivation, as medi-
ated by Kv1 channel members, was modeled as a n 4 Hodgkin–Huxley
mechanism with forward (�n) and backward (�n) rate constants (in
ms �1) at 22°C:

�n�V� � 0.12889 � exp�V � 45

33.91 �
�n�V� � 0.12889 � exp��

V � 45

12.42 �
The model was adjusted to reproduce the steady-state activation curve
and activation time constants reported for Kv1.1 in heterologous expres-
sion (Zerr et al., 1998) and Kv1 kinetic data for rat Purkinje neurons
(McKay et al., 2005). The model features a potential of half-activation,
V1/2 , of �30.0 mV and activates at 10 mV with a time constant of 1.5 ms.

Figure 1. Reduced rate of spontaneous action potential firing in Kv3.3 KO Purkinje neurons.
A1, Single-unit potentials were recorded from the cell bodies of a WT (top trace) and a Kv3.3 KO
Purkinje neuron (bottom trace). The spike rates are 27.2 � 0.9 Hz (WT) and 18.3 � 0.8 Hz
(Kv3.3 KO), close to the ensemble means given in B. A2, Distribution of instantaneous spike
frequency of cells shown in A1. The histograms fit to the normal distribution with a correlation
of R � 0.98. The widths of both distributions are not different (WT, �/� � 0.035 � 0.005;
Kv3.3 KO, �/�� 0.038 � 0.008). B, Median spike rates measured in WT (61 cells, 11 animals,
25–51 d old; open columns) and Kv3.3 KO (52 cells, 7 animals, 30 –51 d old; filled columns)
Purkinje neurons at 24 � 0.5°C. C, Spontaneous firing rate as a function of bath temperature.
Columns indicate means � SEM of firing rates measured at 25, 30, and 35°C (� 0.5°C) from WT
(4 cells) and Kv3.3 KO (5 cells) Purkinje neurons. All measurements were performed in ACSF
containing NBQX (20 �M) and picrotoxin (50 �M).

Figure 2. Waveforms of spontaneously generated action potentials in Kv3.3 KO and WT
Purkinje neurons. A1, Grand averages of action potentials recorded intracellularly from WT (9
cells, 4 animals, 23–24 d old) and Kv3.3 KO (14 cells, 4 animals, 23–27 d old) Purkinje neurons
at 24 � 0.5°C. Traces were aligned horizontally to the action potential peaks but not aligned
vertically. Vertical bars indicate SEM over different cells. A2, Grand averages of after-spike
voltage trajectory recorded in WT and Kv3.3 KO cells. B, Summary of AP waveform parameters.
Data points from individual cells are shown as open (WT) and filled (Kv3.3 KO) circles, and mean
values are shown as horizontal lines. p values were obtained from unpaired t tests.
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A-type potassium current, in Purkinje neurons primarily attributable to
the Kv4.3 channel (Sacco and Tempia, 2002), was represented as n 4 � h
mechanism with rate constants (at 22°C) for activation (n)

�n�V� � 0.15743 � exp�V � 57

32.20 �
�n�V� � 0.15743 � exp��

V � 57

37.51 �
and inactivation (h)

�h�V� �
0.01342

1 � exp�V � 60

7.86 �
�h�V� �

0.04477

1 � exp��
V � 54

11.36 �

V1/2 takes a value of �28.0 mV for activation
and �68.3 mV for inactivation. The model was
adjusted by least-squares fit to measured ki-
netic data of K(A) currents in Purkinje neurons
(Sacco and Tempia, 2002). Finally, Kv3 current
was simulated with a model equivalent to the
bKv3 model used in the dynamic-clamp exper-
iment. We also tested a modified bKv3 model
featuring a smoothened time course of activa-
tion and deactivation (10 �s time constant).
However, the simulations reported in this work
showed no apparent difference between the
models. The threshold for bKv3 activation/de-
activation, Vth, was �10 mV unless otherwise
noted. The potassium reversal potential was set
to �88 mV.

(3) The KGR model is based on kinetic data
obtained at 22°C. To simulate the experiments
in the present work, we corrected the rate con-
stants in all mechanisms by a temperature-
dependent scale factor using q10 � 3. All simula-
tions in this work refer to a temperature of 24°C.

(4) The maximum conductance, Gmax, of
membrane mechanisms was adjusted to
achieve agreement between measured intrinsic
spike rates and action potential widths in Kv3.3
KO Purkinje neurons on the one side and sim-
ulated data from the model excluding Kv3 on
the other side. From the parameter search, we
adopted the following values for Gmax (in mS/
cm 2): 16 resurgent Na �, 14 nonresurgent
Na �, 14 K(BK), 11 Kv1, 3.9 Kv4, 0.2 Ih, and
0.09 leak. The maximum permeability for
P-type Ca 2� current was 6 � 10 �5 cm/s. The
leak current reversal potential was �61 mV. All
other parameters were as given by Khaliq et al.
(2003).

(5) Some simulations (see Fig. 9) were per-
formed with the goal to test the contribution of
the resurgent Na� current to Kv3-dependent
regulation of intrinsic spike output. In these sim-
ulations, the blocked state was removed from the
resurgent Na� mechanism by decreasing the rate
constant for transition into this state to 10�12

ms�1. All other parameters, including the rate
constant of open-state inactivation, remained
unchanged.

Results
Spontaneous activity of Kv3.3-deficient
and wild-type Purkinje neurons

We used non-invasive extracellular recordings to measure the
spontaneous activity of Purkinje neurons in cerebellar slices pre-
pared from Kv3.3 KO and WT control mice. All measurements
were done in ACSF containing 20 �M NBQX and 50 �M picro-
toxin to block synaptic activity. Kv3.3 KO Purkinje neurons gen-
erated action potentials at approximately half of the frequency
measured in WT cells (Fig. 1A1). Both WT and Kv3.3 KO Pur-
kinje neurons fired regularly as indicated by narrow and single
peaked distributions of the instantaneous firing rate (Fig. 1A2).
The mean rates were 26.7 � 1.2 Hz for WT Purkinje neurons (61
cells) and 17.8 � 0.9 Hz for Kv3.3 KO Purkinje neurons (52 cells;
p 
 0.0001) at 24 � 0.5°C (Fig. 1B). Linear regression (R � 0.99)
yielded slope values equivalent to q10 values of 2.6 � 0.1 (WT)
and 2.9 � 0.2 (Kv3.3 KO), demonstrating that the difference
between WT and Kv3.3 KO Purkinje neurons was independent of
recording temperature in the range of 25–35°C (Fig. 1C).

Figure 3. Dependence of spontaneous firing on extracellular Ca 2� concentration in WT and Kv3.3 KO Purkinje neurons. A, Rate
of spontaneous firing in standard ACSF ([Ca 2�] of 2 mM; open bar) and during switch to low-Ca 2�/high-Mg 2� ACSF ([Ca 2�] of
100 �M; filled bar). Each data point represents the median of the instantaneous rate of 20 action potentials in a recording from a
representative WT (open symbols) and Kv3.3 KO (filled symbols) Purkinje neuron. B1, Spontaneous firing rate of individual cells in
low-Ca 2� ACSF plotted versus firing rate in standard ACSF (WT, open symbols; Kv3.3 KO, filled symbols). The rates were deter-
mined from the median of the instantaneous spike rate during a 120 s period in control ACSF (control) and a 60 s period after the
firing frequency reached a plateau in low-Ca 2� ACSF. The error bars indicate SEMs. B2, Average firing rates and SEMs of WT (12
cells; open columns) and Kv3.3 KO (12 cells; filled columns) after normalization to the baseline rate (control). All solutions
contained NBQX (20 �M) and picrotoxin (50 �M).
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Shape of spontaneous action potentials of Kv3.3-deficient and
wild-type Purkinje neurons
The shape of spontaneously generated action potentials was de-
termined from intracellular current-clamp recordings in Kv3.3
KO (14 cells) and WT (nine cells) Purkinje neurons using zero
holding current (Fig. 2). Consistent with the extracellular record-
ings, WT neurons fired at a higher rate than Kv3.3 KO Purkinje
neurons. (WT, 23.3 � 2.2 Hz; Kv3.3 KO, 15.6 � 1.6 Hz; p �
0.007). Action potentials rose from the same threshold (evaluated
at 10 ms before the AP peak; WT, �45.3 � 0.8 mV; Kv3.3 KO,
�45.2 � 0.9 mV) (Fig. 2A1) but differed significantly in their
peak voltage (WT, 17.3 � 1.8 mV; Kv3.3 KO, 30.7 � 1.8 mV; p 

0.0001), amplitude (WT, 62.7 � 1.8 mV; Kv3.3 KO, 75.9 � 2.0
mV; p 
 0.001), width (WT, 506 � 14 �s; Kv3.3 KO, 737 � 18 �s;
p 
 0.0001), and maximum rise slope (WT, 233 � 13 mV/ms;
Kv3.3 KO, 337 � 21 mV/ms; p � 0.002) (Fig. 2A1,B). Further-
more, the time course of postspike hyperpolarization clearly dif-
fered between the two groups (Fig. 2A2,B). Notably, the afterhy-
perpolarization reached slightly (yet statistically not significant)
lower voltages in Kv3.3 KO compared with WT Purkinje neurons
(WT, �52.7 � 0.8 mV; Kv3.3 KO, �54.3 � 0.7 mV; p � 0.12) but
peaked earlier in WT cells (1.17 � 0.05 ms after AP peak) than
Kv3.3 KO cells (2.55 � 0.10 ms; p 
 0.0001) (Fig. 2A2,B). WT
Purkinje neurons were significantly more depolarized than Kv3.3
KO cells in the time interval from 2 ms after the AP peak until
onset of the next spike. At 20 ms after AP peak, the average mem-
brane potential was �47.1 � 0.5 mV in WT cells and �49.0 � 0.5
mV in Kv3.3 KO cells ( p � 0.02).

Effect of low extracellular Ca 2� concentration on the rate of
Purkinje neuron spontaneous firing
Broader action potentials most likely are associated with an in-
creased influx of Ca 2� and increased activation of Ca 2�-
activated potassium channels, which in turn regulate the intrinsic
firing frequency of Purkinje neurons (Llinas and Sugimori, 1980;
Edgerton and Reinhart, 2003). To investigate whether an altered
activity of Ca 2�-activated potassium channels can account for
the decreased firing rate observed in Kv3.3 KO Purkinje neurons,
we lowered extracellular Ca 2� concentration to 0.1 mM and in-
creased extracellular Mg 2� to 2.9 mM. This manipulation in-
creased the firing rate of WT as well as Kv3.3 KO Purkinje neu-
rons (Fig. 3A). Comparison of the firing rates under control
conditions and in low Ca 2� (Fig. 3B1,B2) revealed that the firing
rate increased by a similar factor (4.5 � 0.3, WT, 12 cells; 4.7 �
0.3, KO, 12 cells) in WT and Kv3.3 KO Purkinje neurons. Impor-
tantly, Kv3.3 KO Purkinje neurons did not reach the firing rates
of WT Purkinje cells in low external Ca 2� (109 � 6 Hz, WT, 12
cells; 69 � 5 Hz, Kv3.3 KO, 12 cells; p 
 0.0001). These findings
confirmed that the firing rate is dependent on Ca 2� influx and
activation of Ca 2�-activated potassium channels (Llinas and
Sugimori, 1980; Edgerton and Reinhart, 2003) but indicated that
the reduced firing rate of Kv3.3 KO Purkinje cells was not caused
by an enhanced activity of Ca 2�-activated potassium channels.

Rate of spontaneous firing of Purkinje neurons depends on
sodium channel availability
In some cell types, intrinsic oscillatory “pacemaker” potentials
that trigger action potential firing are independent from sodium
channels activity [that is, they are persistent in tetrodotoxin
(TTX), e.g., in olivary neurons (Benardo and Foster, 1986; Llinas
and Yarom, 1986; Bal and McCormick, 1997)]. Previous studies
have indicated that availability of TTX-sensitive Na� channels,
that is the number of channels that are in a closed but neither

inactivated nor otherwise blocked state, determines the magni-
tude of a persistent inward current and affects the intrinsic activ-
ity of Purkinje neurons (Raman and Bean, 1999; Williams et al.,
2002). To confirm that the rate of spontaneous firing depends on
the availability of TTX-sensitive sodium channels, we tested the
effect of TTX on spontaneous spiking under quasi-stationary
conditions at low TTX dose (
10 nM). A decrease in spontaneous
spike rate was observed with TTX concentrations as low as 0.5 nM

(23 � 9%, four cells) and reached �50% (55 � 10%, four cells;
p � 0.02) at 6 nM TTX (Fig. 4). Control firing rate was restored to
�95% within 
60 min after removal of TTX from the external
solution.

Dynamic-clamp rescue of the WT firing rate in Kv3.3 KO
Purkinje neurons
Alteration in one channel gene may change the expression of
other channel genes (Xu et al., 2003; Takahashi and Nagasu,
2005). To investigate whether the decreased firing rate observed
in Kv3.3 KO Purkinje neurons can sufficiently be explained by
the lack of Kv3.3, we used the dynamic-clamp technique to re-
store a Kv3-like conductance in Kv3.3 KO Purkinje neurons. In
dynamic clamp, current flowing through a simulated ion channel
is calculated and injected via the intracellular recording electrode

Figure 4. Reduced rate of spontaneous firing in Purkinje neurons under low doses of TTX. A,
Action potential firing of a WT Purkinje neuron under control conditions, 20 min after applica-
tion of 6 nM TTX, and after washout of TTX. B, Averaged spike frequency, normalized to control,
in the presence of increasing concentrations of TTX (0.5, 1, 3, and 6 nM). Data are from four cells.
Solutions contained NBQX (20 �M) and picrotoxin (50 �M).
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into the neuron in real time (update rate of 48 kHz in our record-
ings). To calculate the open probability of the simulated ion
channel, we developed a model (referred to as bKv3) that cap-
tures the minimal specific features of ion channels formed by

Kv3.3 subunits (Fig. 5A1,A2). Voltage de-
pendence of activation of bKv3 was mod-
eled as a step function with an activation
threshold Vth ranging between �30 and
�10 mV. Activation and deactivation
time constants (�act and �deact, respec-
tively) were voltage independent. Activa-
tion was quasi-instantaneous (limited
only by the response time of the dynamic
clamp, �20 �s), and deactivation ranged
from quasi-instantaneous to 3 ms. Kv3.3
KO Purkinje neurons were allowed to fire
at steady state before bKv3 was enabled to
generate current (Fig. 5B). Activation of
bKv3 caused a switch to higher rates of
spontaneous firing [from 24 to 37 Hz
(�54%) in the experiment shown in Fig.
5B1–B3]. As expected for a potassium
conductance, the dynamic-clamp current
for the bKv3 model was negative (out-
ward) at all times (Fig. 5B1, bottom trace).
In addition, activation of bKv3 decreased
the action potential amplitude (from 84 to
77 mV) and the action potential half-
width (from 630 to 420 �s) (Fig. 5B). We
averaged data from individual measure-
ments with Gmax values that yielded a
spike rate increase of �50% [correspond-
ing to the difference in mean spike rates
measured between WT (17.8 Hz) and
Kv3.3 KO (26.7 Hz) Purkinje neurons
(Fig. 1B)] using instantaneous deactiva-
tion of bKv3. Rescue of the WT firing rate
in Kv3.3 KO Purkinje neurons (six cells;
rescue level, 94 –106%; Gmax � 178 � 22
S/F) had the following effect on AP wave-
form properties: the amplitude of the ac-
tion potential was decreased by 10 � 1 mV
(without bKv3, 67 � 5 mV; bKv3 in-
cluded, 57 � 5 mV; p � 0.0001) and the
half-width by 228 � 32 �s (without bKv3,
797 � 56 �s; bKv3 included, 570 � 52 �s;
p � 0.0008), whereas postspike potentials
were more depolarized (without bKv3,
�50 � 2 mV; bKv3 included, 46 � 2 mV
at 20 ms delay from the AP peak; p �
0.02). As expected from the quasi-
instantaneous deactivation of bKv3, the
amplitude (without bKv3, �8.6 � 0.8
mV; bKv3 included, �7.7 � 1.4 mV; p �
0.4) and time (without bKv3, 2.7 � 0.1 ms;
bKv3 included, 1.9 � 0.3 ms; p � 0.05) of
maximum afterhyperpolarization were
not significantly affected by bKv3 current
injection.

The bKv3-induced change in intrinsic
firing rate increased monotonically (and
near to linearly) as a function of bKv3 con-
ductance (Gmax) up to 200 S/F (Fig. 5C,

left). The change in firing rate did not depend on the bKv3 acti-
vation threshold Vth in the range from �30 to �10 mV (Fig. 5C,
middle). This is not surprising because variation of Vth within
that range translates into a delay of activation of 
150 �s (the

Figure 5. Rescue of the WT firing rate in Kv3.3 KO Purkinje neurons by an artificial Kv3 conductance in dynamic clamp. A1,
Conductance–voltage relationship of the Kv3 model (bKv3) used in the dynamic-clamp experiment. The threshold voltage (Vth) is
indicated by an arrow. A2, Schematic illustration of bKv3 conductance during an action potential. B1, Two-electrode dynamic-
clamp recording with a bKv3 conductance model (Gmax � 210 S/F; Vth ��10 mV; instantaneous deactivation) applied to a Kv3.3
KO Purkinje cell (zero holding current). Top trace, Membrane voltage recorded with the first electrode. Bottom trace, Current
passing through the second electrode. The black horizontal bar indicates the time period when the dynamic-clamp mode was
enabled. B2, Traces of two consecutive action potentials during baseline firing (dashed curve) and with the bKv3 conductance
enabled (solid curve). The two traces were horizontally aligned at the peak of the first action potential. B3, Action potential shape
during baseline firing (dashed curve) and under bKv3 dynamic clamp (solid curve) together with the injected current (dash-dotted
curve) at higher temporal resolution. C, Left, Shift in spontaneous firing rate as a function of Gmax (Vth � �10 mV). Data from
individual cells are connected by lines (one- and two-electrode recordings). Middle, bKv3-induced change of firing rates obtained
with different threshold voltages Vth (Gmax � 53 � 8 S/F; 9 cells; one-electrode recordings). Right, Change of firing rate obtained
with different deactivation time constants �deact (Gmax � 73 � 22 S/F; Vth � �10 mV; 7 cells; one-electrode recordings).
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upstroke of the action potential occurred
with �300 mV/ms at 24°C). A short �deact

of bKv3, was, however, a critical parame-
ter. Increase of �deact from quasi-
instantaneous to 1 ms slightly reduced the
bKv3-induced change in firing rate (from
21 � 2 to 14 � 2%; Gmax � 53 � 8 S/F;
seven cells; p � 0.01). However, bKv3 de-
creased the rate of spontaneous firing
when �deact was increased to 3 ms (Fig. 5C,
right). These dynamic-clamp rescue ex-
periments strongly suggest that lack of
Kv3.3 current (and not secondary adapta-
tion mechanisms) caused the decrease of
spontaneous activity in Kv3.3 KO Pur-
kinje neurons. Furthermore, these experi-
ments validated a simple model of Kv3.3
and specifically identified the fast gating
kinetics of the Kv3.3 channel as an essen-
tial element in the ionic mechanism of
Kv3-dependent regulation of spontane-
ous activity in Purkinje cells. A more de-
tailed model for Kv3.3 with realistic
voltage-dependent activation and deacti-
vation time constants may be required to
explain the effects of Kv3.3 on the fast
spike afterhyperpolarization. Notwith-
standing, the difference in AP shape be-
tween WT and Kv3.3 KO Purkinje cells
and the results from the dynamic-clamp
experiments strongly suggest that the ef-
fect of Kv3.3 on firing rate is independent
from its contribution to the spike
afterhyperpolarization.

Simulation reveals a cooperative effect
between Kv3 and resurgent
Na � current
To investigate how Kv3.3 currents interact
with other ion currents during spontane-
ous firing of Purkinje neurons, we adapted
a cell model that was used previously to
characterize the contribution of resurgent
Na� currents in Purkinje cell spontane-
ous action potential firing (Khaliq et al., 2003). The model incor-
porates, into a somatic single compartment, resurgent (Nav1.6)
and nonresurgent (Nav1.1/1.2) sodium currents, P-type calcium
current, calcium-activated potassium (BK) current, and
hyperpolarization-activated mixed cation current (Ih), with conduc-
tances based on established kinetics (Khaliq et al., 2003). Models for
potassium channels of the Kv1 and Kv4 type along with the bKv3
model were newly derived (see Materials and Methods). First, we
subjected the model to conditions that simulated the experiments as
described in Figure 5. Figure 6A1 illustrates spontaneous firing be-
fore, during, and after enabling the bKv3 conductance. As under the
experimental condition, the firing rate increased in the presence of
bKv3. The reduction of action potential amplitude and increased
postspike depolarization seen in the experimental recordings (Fig.
5B1,B2) was replicated in the simulations (Fig. 6A1,A2). Also in
agreement with the electrophysiologically recorded data, firing rate
increased monotonously with increasing Gmax of bKv3 and required
fast deactivation kinetics (Figs. 5C, 6B,C). The reduction in action

potential amplitude and afterhyperpolarization seen in the experi-
mental and the simulation data indicated that the promotion of
high-frequency firing by Kv3.3 in Purkinje cells is not simply attrib-
utable to facilitation of recovery of Na� channel from inactivation
by an enhanced afterhyperpolarization (Rudy and McBain, 2001).

The simulations allowed us to monitor individual ion cur-
rents in complete isolation under conditions in which they still
dynamically interact. Inspection of currents flowing during
steady-state spontaneous firing in the absence and presence of
bKv3 revealed that activity of bKv3 led to an enhancement of
sodium and potassium current flowing during the interspike in-
terval (Figs. 7, 8). Notably, Nav1.6 current was clearly more af-
fected by bKv3 than Nav1.1/1.2 current. The effect of Kv3 on
Na� currents flowing during the interspike interval involved a
considerable tonic component that develops during several ac-
tion potentials after enabling bKv3 (Fig. 8A). Without bKv3, the
interspike interval was 55.8 ms (17.9 Hz firing rate; steady state),
51 ms after one single action potential including bKv3, 32 ms
after 10 APs, and reached a steady-state value of 37 ms after 40

Figure 6. Computational simulation of dynamic-clamp experiments illustrated in Figure 5. A1, Spontaneous action potentials
with and without bKv3 conductance (Gmax � 1.6 mS/cm 2; Vth � �10 mV). Top trace, Membrane voltage. Bottom trace, bKv3
current. bKv3 was enabled during the period indicated by a black horizontal bar on top of the figure. A2, Two consecutive action
potentials in simulations without (dashed curve) and with (solid curve; Gmax � 1.6 mS/cm 2; Vth � �10 mV) bKv3. Traces are
horizontally aligned at the peak of the first action potential. A3, A single action potential in the simulation including bKv3 (solid
curve, membrane voltage; dash-dotted curve, bKv3 current). B, Change of steady-state firing rate as function of the maximum
bKv3 conductance (Gmax) for threshold voltages from �30 to �10 mV. C, Change of stationary firing rate by a Kv3 model with
deactivation constants between 0 and 3 ms (Gmax � 1.1 mS/cm 2; Vth � �10 mV).
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APs including bKv3. The development of a Kv3-dependent tonic
component is observed in the current amplitude and open prob-
ability of Nav1.6 and total potassium conductance, whereas the
Nav1.1/1.2 conductance is much less affected by bKv3 activation
(Fig. 8A1,A2). The Kv3-induced increase of tonic potassium con-
ductance cannot by itself account for an increase in action poten-
tial frequency and is attributable to net depolarization induced by
the tonic sodium current. To verify this idea, we performed sim-
ulations in which the membrane voltage was clamped (kept con-
stant) after an action potential (Fig. 8B). Under voltage-clamp
conditions, the potassium current, with and without bKv3, shows
only little time dependence, whereas the Na� current still in-
creased on a timescale matching the interspike interval. Recovery
from inactivation of Nav1.1/1.2 clearly contributes to the devel-
opment of the net sodium current during the interspike interval,
but this contribution is exceeded by the tonic Nav1.6 component
that develops when bKv3 is enabled.

Together, these observations lead us to hypothesize that bKv3
interacts with properties that are specifically captured in the
Nav1.6 model, namely the existence of an open block state that
results in a resurgent Na� current (Raman and Bean, 2001;
Khaliq et al., 2003). To test this hypothesis, we simulated a cell
lacking the blocked state in the Nav1.6 model (Fig. 9). Removal of
the blocked state (see Materials and Methods) reduced the rate of
spontaneous firing (to 5.0 Hz in the model without bKv3). We,
therefore, used constant current injection into the model without
the blocked state to adjust the firing rate so that (in simulations
without bKv3) the same spike rates were obtained in models
with/without the blocked state (Fig. 9, left). In the absence of the
blocked state, bKv3 had a much weaker effect on the stationary
firing rate (6.7% rate change vs 52% rate change in the control
model including the Nav1.6 blocked state) (Fig. 9). Moreover,
magnitude and time course of currents flowing during the inter-
spike interval were no longer significantly influenced by the pres-
ence or absence of bKv3. This set of simulations demonstrated a

specific cooperation between Kv3 type of potassium currents and
resurgent Na� currents.

Discussion
Genetic knock-out of Kv3.3 potassium channels led to a reduc-
tion in the rate of intrinsic action potential firing in Purkinje
neurons. Dynamic-clamp rescue experiments demonstrated a
causal relationship between a reduction in firing rate and the lack
of Kv3.3 currents. Computer simulation experiments revealed
that currents mediated by Kv3.3 channels interact with the kinet-
ics of Na� currents, leading to the development of a tonic inward
Na� current. This effect of Kv3.3 required the open block mech-
anism that produces resurgent Na� currents.

Contribution of Kv3.3 currents in the generation of Purkinje
neuron action potential waveform
Of the four genes comprising the Kv3 family (Kv3.1, Kv3.2,
Kv3.3, and Kv3.4) (Rudy and McBain, 2001), Purkinje cells ex-
press high levels of Kv3.3 and lower levels of Kv3.4 in the cell body
and dendrites, whereas Kv3.1 and Kv3.2 subunits are not ex-
pressed at functionally relevant levels (Weiser et al., 1994; Mar-
tina et al., 2003; McMahon et al., 2004). Channels from Kv3 units
acquire their unique properties from the combination of a high
threshold of activation (more positive than �20 mV) and very
fast activation and deactivation kinetics. Thus, Kv3 channels are
activated transiently during action potential discharge, contrib-
ute only to the fast component of action potential afterhyperpo-
larization, and remain inactive during interspike periods (Rudy
and McBain, 2001). Consistent with these properties, absence of
Kv3.3 in Purkinje neurons leads to broadened APs that are larger
in amplitude and that exhibit a delayed but not reduced action
potential afterhyperpolarization (Fig. 2) (McMahon et al., 2004).
The action potential afterhyperpolarization of Kv3.3 KO Pur-
kinje neurons likely reflects activity of BK-type potassium cur-
rents [mediated by K(Ca)1.1 channels] that activate during the
late repolarization phase of the action potential (Womack and
Khodakhah, 2002; Sausbier et al., 2004).

Significance of Kv3.3 for the control of spontaneous activity
of Purkinje neurons
Kv3 potassium channels have been recognized to facilitate high-
frequency repetitive firing (Rudy et al., 1999; Rudy and McBain,
2001). This surmise was originally derived from kinetic data that
indicated that Kv3 currents activate specifically during action
potential repolarization and, thereby, accelerate the recovery
from inactivation of sodium channels without compromising the
amplitude of action potentials. Voltage-clamp experiments in
HEK human embryonic kidney cells using an action potential
waveform (Rudy et al., 1999) and dynamic-clamp experiments in
hippocampal interneurons (Lien and Jonas, 2003) supported this
idea and demonstrated that spiking induced by direct current
injection is facilitated by Kv3-type conductances. The model
channel used in the dynamic-clamp experiments by Lien and
Jonas (2003) required a delayed activation did not affect action
potential amplitude and promoted a fast spike afterhyperpolar-
ization. Their results are therefore in full agreement with the
“facilitated recovery from inactivation model.”

The mechanisms underlying spontaneous action potential fir-
ing differs from current-evoked action potential generation. In-
duction of action potentials from subthreshold holding poten-
tials recruits ionic currents that are partially inactivated,
deactivated, or in an open block state (Na1.6) during normal
spontaneous firing. Furthermore, action potentials may be gen-

Figure 7. Effect of bKv3 on Na � currents flowing during the interspike interval. Simulations
of steady-state spontaneous firing without (left) and with (right) bKv3 conductance (Gmax �
1.6 mS/cm 2; Vth � �10 mV).
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erated by the same set of ionic currents
that are active during interspike intervals
and that control the firing rate. Therefore,
one may expect that the role of Kv3 chan-
nels in spontaneously firing neurons dif-
fers from the “facilitated recovery from in-
activation model.” Indeed, action
potentials are larger and spike afterhyper-
polarization is not reduced in Kv3.3 KO
Purkinje neurons (Fig. 2). Moreover, the
time constant of recovery of Purkinje cell
sodium currents from inactivation is fast
compared with the interspike interval
(even in the absence of a pronounced
spike afterhyperpolarization) and, there-
fore, is not likely to be the main parameter
determining the intrinsic rate of Purkinje
neuron action potential firing (Fig. 7).
These observations along with the finding
that spontaneous firing is reduced in
Kv3.3 KO Purkinje neurons prompted us
to investigate the role of a Kv3 model con-
ductance in dynamic-clamp and whole-
cell simulation experiment. The dynamic-
clamp experiments (Fig. 5) and
simulations results (Fig. 6) confirmed that
activity of Kv3.3 reduces the action poten-
tial amplitude and amplitude of spike af-
terhyperpolarization. Inspection of ion
currents flowing during spontaneous ac-
tion potential firing in the absence and
presence of bKv3 current revealed a close
kinetic interaction between Kv3 and re-
surgent Na� currents, leading to en-
hanced activation of interspike sodium
current (Figs. 7, 8). Previous studies by
Raman and Bean (1999) in acutely disso-
ciated cell bodies of mouse Purkinje neu-
rons led to a similar conclusion, namely
that the spontaneous firing of Purkinje
neuron cell bodies depends mainly on
tetrodotoxin-sensitive sodium current
flowing between spikes, whereas the high
firing rate is promoted by large potassium
currents that repolarize the cell rapidly and deactivate quickly.

A subthreshold, non-inactivating current carried by sodium
(persistent Na� current) was first described in Purkinje neurons
(Llinas and Sugimori, 1980; Vega-Saenz de Miera et al., 1997; Kay
et al., 1998) and subsequently in many other cell types. In Pur-
kinje cells, this persistent Na� current most likely corresponds to
the component of the Nav1.6 current that flows between sponta-
neous action potentials and that is a consequence of the open
channel block during peak depolarization (Raman and Bean,
1997). The dynamic regulation of Nav1.6-mediated current by
Kv3, as described in this work, cannot be reduced to the kinetics
of the isolated currents, and this may explain the difficulties in
previous characterization and interpretation of persistent Na�

currents of Purkinje neurons (Kay et al., 1998).
Purkinje neurons express Nav1.1, Nav1.2, and Nav1.6 � sub-

units (Shah et al., 2001; Chung et al., 2003; Schaller and Caldwell,
2003). Resurgent Na� currents have been associated with Nav1.6
because these subunits form channels in Purkinje neurons that
have an open-state block and because resurgent sodium current

in Purkinje neurons is diminished in Nav1.6-deficient mice (Ra-
man et al., 1997). Compared with Nav1.1/1.2, the Nav1.6 channel
has slower inactivation kinetics, which increases the efficiency of
open channel block (Grieco and Raman, 2004). However, resur-
gent sodium currents can also be generated by other subunits, for
instance if interaction with � subunits results in an open channel
block-like state (Do and Bean, 2003, 2004; Grieco et al., 2005).
The simulated Nav1.6 currents may, therefore, in other cells,
correspond to kinetic schemes that are biologically implemented
by channel proteins other than Nav1.6.

BK channels show negligible activity during interspike periods
(Womack and Khodakhah, 2002), and iberiotoxin block of the
BK channel had no significant effect on the spontaneous spiking
activity of Purkinje cells (Edgerton and Reinhart, 2003). In agree-
ment with these data, Purkinje cell spiking rate was only weakly
dependent on BK channel conductance (standard model with BK
included, 27.2 Hz; without BK, 33.5 Hz) in our simulations. This
most likely reflects the slower kinetics of the BK channel com-
pared with the Kv3.3 channel. In fact, prolonging Kv3 activity (by

Figure 8. Time dependence of activation of tonic interspike currents by Kv3. A1, Simulation of interspike membrane currents
before and after addition of bKv3 conductance (Gmax � 1.6 mS/cm 2; Vth � �10 mV). A2, Open-state probabilities of Nav1.6,
Nav1.1/1.2, and total potassium conductance plotted against interspike period before enabling bKv3 (black traces) and after the
first (green), third (blue), and 10th (red) action potential with bKv3 activated. B, Simulation of membrane currents after an action
potential without bKv3 (left) and after (right) activation of bKv3 for 10 action potentials (Gmax � 1.6 mS/cm 2; Vth � �10 mV).
From the time point when the net current crosses the zero line (indicated by a dashed vertical line), the simulation was continued
in voltage clamp with the voltage fixed to�60.5 mV (without bKv3) and�59.2 mV (with bKv3). Current transients under voltage
clamp are displayed as solid lines; currents with unclamped voltage are displayed as dotted lines.
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increasing the time constant of deactivation of bKv3) (Figs. 5C,
6C) degraded the function of the bKv3 channel to facilitate high-
frequency spontaneous spikes. The functional differentiation be-
tween BK- and Kv3-type currents underscores the importance of
fast deactivation kinetics as an essential functional property of the
Kv3 channel in the regulation of spontaneous activity of Purkinje
cells.

Functional implications
Purkinje neurons are spontaneously active in vivo and in vitro
(Granit and Phillips, 1956; Armstrong and Rawson, 1979; Llinas
and Sugimori, 1980; Häusser and Clark, 1997). On average, their
basal firing rates are �40 Hz, but rates vary greatly between indi-
vidual cells in vivo (Granit and Phillips, 1956; Armstrong and
Rawson, 1979). The rate of spontaneous firing of Purkinje neu-
rons is plastic and depends on the history of parallel fiber and
climbing fiber activity (Smith and Otis, 2003; Cerminara and
Rawson, 2004). Upregulation and downregulation of firing rates
provides bidirectional inhibitory control of their target neurons
in the deep cerebellar nuclei. Understanding of the ionic mecha-
nisms determining the rate of spontaneous firing will help to
clarify the molecular basis underlying firing rate plasticity. In this
context, it is notable that Kv3.1 channels are well known to be
regulated at both the transcriptional and posttranslation levels
(Atzori et al., 2000; Behnisch et al., 2004; von Hehn et al., 2004;
Itri et al., 2005; Song et al., 2005). At present, it is not known
whether Kv3.3 channels are subject to similar regulatory mecha-

nisms. Reduced intrinsic firing rates of Purkinje neurons in both
Kv3.3 KO and Nav1.6 KO mice correlate with deficits in motor
execution (Kohrman et al., 1996; Matsukawa et al., 2003; McMa-
hon et al., 2004; Joho et al., 2006). This underlines the functional
significance of spontaneous activity of Purkinje cells in cerebellar
function.
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